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Often I am told PDA needs to be an autism profile to
expand definitions of autism to allow those who do not
conform to autism stereotypes to receive a diagnosis &
thus enable the to receive support.
There is a way simple way to estimate if there is merit to this argument. There is data
on how persons do not receive an autism diagnosis under DSM5 vs DSM4. There is
data on PDA prevalence rates. Its easy to subtract the figures to have reasonable
answer.
The crucial points here is that most persons likely to not receive a DSM5 autism dx
versus DSM4 are those who do not meet autism stereotypes. PDA itself does not
conform to autism stereotypes.
Those who would be dx of Asperger's or Pervasive Developmental Disorder - Not
Otherwise Specified under DSM4 do not conform to autism stereotypes; thusly
unlikely to receive a DSM5 autism dx.

How well are DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for ASD represented in standar…
Five years after the publication of DSM-5 in 2013, three widely used diagnostic
instruments have published algorithms designed to represent its (sub-)crite
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00787-020-01481-z

We know that PDA does not conform to autism understandings.
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This then leads onto that PDA literature acknowledges it is
problematic ﬁtting PDA into the autism spectrum.
References:
pdaresource.com/ﬁles/An%20exa…
and
link.springer.com/article/10.100…
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I also add further reasons why it is problematic ﬁtting PDA
into autism spectrum here:
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.111…
PDA has higher rates of persons not meeting clinical
threshold compared to autism. PDA is: 44% - 89%. Autism is:
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Commentary: Demand Avoidance Phenomena, a ma…
Read the full article at doi: 10.1111/camh.12336 and
response to this commentary at doi: …
acamh.onlinelibrary.wiley.com
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That persons who typically receive a PDA dx would either receive a dx of PDD-NOS
or atypical autism.

Pathological demand avoidance syndrome: a necessary distinction wit…
A proposal is made to recognise pathological demand avoidance syndrome (PDA)
as a separate entity within the pervasive developmental disorders, instead of being
classed under “pervasive developmental…
https://adc.bmj.com/content/88/7/595

That PDA might simply be relabeling of High Functioning Autism or Asperger's
Syndrome.
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf

So it is clear that PDA does not conform to autism understandings and thus does not
conform to autism stereotypes.
Now not everyone who does not receive a DSM5 autism dx, also does not conform to
autism stereotypes. Likewise, not everyone who receives a PDA dx, does not also
conform to autism steretypes.
Its reasonable to assume that many/ most persons in both situations do not comply
with autism stereotypes. Its reasonable to assume available data can be used to
estimate how effective PDA is at solving problem of persons not conforming to
autism stereotypes.
For PDA prevalence rates, we only one set of figures available from Gillberg et al
(2015). It had 9 out of 50
autistic persons having a PDA dx. Gives us a prevalence rate of 18% for autism.

Extreme (“pathological”) demand avoidance in autism: a gen
Research into Pathological Demand Avoidance (PDA), which has been suggested
to be a subgroup within the Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), is almost nonexistent
in spite of the frequent reference to...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-014-0647-3

Main limitations of this figure is that the PDA questions were not validated and that it
had a low threshold for PDA dx (5 out of 15 PDA questions). Maybe 18% figure is a
high estimate.
Same time there is no consensus over how to diagnose PDA, so it is also plausible that
PDA might be more common than 18% of autistic persons.

Mapping the educational experiences of children with pathological de…
‘Pathological demand avoidance’ (PDA) describes a pattern of difficulties
increasingly recognised as forming part of the autistic spectrum. Although clinical
reports suggest that children with PDA ar…
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1471-3802.12081

I am also being informed by Judy Eaton that PDA is rare among autistic persons, so if
one accepts her definitions of PDA, the PDA prevalence rates are likely to be
substantially lower than 18%.
This exercise assumes PDA is an autism profile for purposes of autistic persons
receiving an autism dx. However, I do not accept PDA is an autism profile. I think its
best explained as new type of disorder. Newson's "Pervasive Developmental Coding
Disorder".

I have found a few different figures on amount of persons not receiving a DSM5
autism dx versus DSM4 autism dx. I am going to list them all.
33% (Median) Attwood, T. (2015). The Complete Guide to Asperger’s Syndome. 2015
Edition. London, UK: Jessica Kingsley Publishers.
21% (rounded up from 20.8%) (Kulage et al, 2019).

How has DSM-5 Affected Autism Diagnosis? A 5-Year Follow-Up Syste…
We conducted a 5-year follow-up systematic review and meta-analysis to
determine change in frequency of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) diagnosis since
diag
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10803-019-03967-5

For DSM4 is 35%.
For DSM4 Revised is 37%
(Bennett & Goodall, 2016).

A Meta-analysis of DSM-5 Autism Diagnoses in Relation to DSM-IV and…
This appears to be the first meta-analysis study which has incorporated articles on
the percentage of people with a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Me
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40489-016-0070-4

33% for DSM4 (approximately) (Sturmey & Dalfern, 2014).
Is open access.

The Effects of DSM5 Autism Diagnostic Criteria on Number of Individu…

A systematic review of empirical papers comparing the application of DSM-IV and
DSM5 diagnostic criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorders identified 12 papers
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40489-014-0016-7

Subtracting Gillberg et al's from these figures, I get.
21% - 18% = 3% (Kulage et al, 2019).
35% - 18% = 17% (Bennett & Goodall, 2016).
37% – 18% = 19% (Bennett & Goodall, 2016).
33% - 18% = 15%. (Attwood, 2015).
33% - 18% = 15%. (Sturmey & Dalfern, 2014).
Now, there is some variation in these figures, but the majority of their range is 15% 19% of persons who would not conform to autism stereotypes receiving neither a PDA
or autism dx. I.e. not receiving an "autism dx" in this exercise.
Even if one accepts the 3% figure, that still means something else is needed to ensure
all autistic persons are receiving an autism dx, compared to DSM4 autism criteria.
Needs to add the rarer one views PDA prevalence among autistic persons, the more
persons are not receiving an autism diagnosis due to not conforming to autism
stereotypes.
This simple exercise indicates it is a misnomer PDA is needs to be an autism profile
to assist persons who do not conform to autism stereotypes to receive an "autism

diagnosis". Again if one accepts PDA is an autism profile, which I do not.
That other methods are required to assist all autistic persons to receive an autism
diagnosis under DSM5 criteria. Such as lowering diagnostic thresholds.

(PDF) Pathological Demand Avoidance and the DSM-5: a rebuttal to Ju…
PDF | My article "Demand avoidance phenomena: circularity, integrity and validity –
a commentary on the 2018 National Autistic Society PDA Conference."... | Find,
read and cite all the research you n…
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339240845_Pathological_Demand_Avoidanc…

While these are reasonable estimates at the actual numbers. The common suggested
figure is around 1 in 6 autistic persons are not receiving an autism dx, even if one
accepts PDA is an autism profile. So something does need to be done to help these
people.
To clarify the DSM4 was published in 1994. Then a revised version was later

published in 2000 and that is what DSM4R abbreviation means.
Reference for this:
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf
is: O'NIONS, E., QUINLAN, E., SAN JOSE CACERES, A., TULIP, H., VIDING, E. &
HAPPÉ, F. (submitted) Pathological Demand Avoidance (PDA): an examination of
the behavioural features using a semi-structured interview.

@PDASociety @DrJudes03 @milton_damian @cassie_davies @autism
@Allison66746425 @Shona_Mu @NeilKenny0 @IgHawthorne @FidgetyF_cker
@sallycatPDA @MAbsoud @AnnMemmott @Andylowarousal @paullib1972
@HappeLab @GillbergCentre You might be interested in this thread.
@LauraMayCrane @liz_pellicano @WillClinPsy @AusomeIreland
@AutismEducatio1 You might be interested in this.
Oh I forgot to mention the DSM recognises that humans do not always fit neatly into
diagnostic categories and historically had residual categories to diagnose those who
do not meet threshold for a particular diagnosis.
In the DSM4 it was Pervasive Developmental Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified
(PDD-NOS). In the DSM5 the new residual category for autism is Social
Communication Disorder (SCD).
The point here is that high numbers of PDD-NOS not meeting DSM5 ASD threshold
is to be expected as those with PDD-NOS should most likely fall into SCD.
It is the high rates of those who would be diagnosed with Asperger’s that under DSM5
ASD diagnosis that actually matters.
One could argue that if PDA is a specifier to autism, as it is "atypical autism" & PDDNOS as a common dx for those who received a PDA dx. The appropriate clinical term
is SCD + PDA traits. Ironic that.
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Paper's author seems to suggest that PDA demand
avoidance has a choice element to it, i.e. it is not "can't help
won't."
Not open access.
onlinelibrary wiley com/doi/abs/10 111

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.111…
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